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DRAFT PROGRAMME
07-08
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Organised by:

>> Monday 07 October 2019

>> Tuesday 08 October 2019

16.00 Registration

9.00

Opening, recap and objectives of the day

16.30 Welcoming messages and introductions

9.15

Main findings from the European Employer Skills Survey for sport
> Followed by questions / responses

10.15

Refreshment

17.00 European Policy Context
17.20 Setting the scene and introducing the ESSA-Sport initiative
18.00 European sport labour market statistics
> Followed by questions / responses
19.00 Closure of day 1
20.00 Common dinner (restaurant near the hotel)

10.30 Working groups: «Challenges and solutions for the EU sport workforce»
> Implications of sport labour market statistics
> Recruitment and retention
> Skills priorities
> Training and development etc
12.30 Common lunch on site
14.00 Feedback and key discussion points from working groups
14.30 Potential recommendations and priority actions for the sector
15.15 Reflection and future directions
15.30 Closure of the Summit
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OBJECTIVES OF THE SUMMIT: Unique opportunity to...
Focus on skills and workforce development in the sport sector
Bring together a mix of national and European stakeholders
Present European sport labour market statistics
Report on findings from European Employer Skills Survey
Exchange on realities, trends and challenges
Consult stakeholders to highlight priority actions
Plan the future of the sport sector

VENUE:
Ministry of Education and Culture
Meritullinkatu 1
00170 Helsinki, Finland

PARTNERSHIP:

Coordinator

EOSE Secretariat - 1, Grande rue des Feuillants - 69001 Lyon - France
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission.
This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for
any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

